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WELCOME TO TEAM 60

leg circuit: 
sets reps restexercise

amrap 00:301:00squats

mountain climbers amrap 00:30

time

1

1

amrap 00:30

amrap 00:30

1

1

star jumps

GLUTE BRIDGES amrap 00:30

amrap 00:30

1

1

amrap 00:301

AMRAP

AMRAP in this instance means ‘As many reps as possible’ in the allocated time. 

This session consists of multiple exercises, doing as many reps as possible per set. 1 minute of exercise, 30 seconds of rest. 

If you need more rest between each set, please be sure to do so.   

lunges 

1:00

1:00

1:00

1:00Back resting on sofa or chair

1:00

1:00

Hands on sofa if struggling on floor

split squats Back leg on sofa or chair

high knees Running on the spot

Alternating legs

+ REPEAT Aim to complete a minimum of 2-3 rounds. This can progress as you do!



WELCOME TO TEAM 60

cardio
There are multiple ways in which you can do cardio, so be sure to keep things intersting and mix up the way 
in which you do it. Below are a list of ideas of what you could try. We would suggest giving them all and try 
and finding what you enjoy the most - then sticking with that.

STEADY STATE CARDIO

+ walking Various speeds. Slow, mediumd, fast pace etc. 

Low intensity, steady state cardio. 

+ RUNNING Set targets, increase distance and/or speed over time to progress. 

+ CYCLING Set targets, increase distance and/or speed over time to progress. 

+ SWIMMING Set targets, increase distance and/or speed over time to progress. 

HIIT CARDIO
Max intesnity, short bursts of effort followed by long period of rest.  

+ ANY OF THE EXERCISES ABOVE CAN BE USED FOR HIIT CARDIO Either outdoors, at home or in the gym

Eg. 1x 20 second sprint, followed by 1 minute rest then repeat x10.   



WELCOME TO TEAM 60

upper body circuit: 
sets reps restexercise

amrap 00:301:00walkouts

press ups amrap 00:30

time

1

1

amrap 00:30

amrap 00:30

1

1

plank with shoulder taps

walkouts amrap 00:30

amrap 00:30

1

1

amrap 00:301

AMRAP

AMRAP in this instance means ‘As many reps as possible’ in the allocated time. 

This session consists of multiple exercises, doing as many reps as possible per set. 1 minute of exercise, 30 seconds of rest. 

If you need more rest between each set, please be sure to do so.   

SUPERMAN HOLDS 

1:00

1:00

1:00

1:00

1:00

1:00

Kneeling if need be

tricep dips On sofa or chair. Straight legs = Hard    Bent legs = Easier

+ REPEAT Aim to complete a minimum of 2-3 rounds. This can progress as you do!

star jumps 

Alternating with each shoulder

Hold each superman hold for 5-10 seconds
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ACTIVE RECOVERY
Active recovery. This is a way to keep your body moving without exerting too much energy, allowing your 
body to fully recover ready for your next big session. 

STEADY STATE CARDIO

+ walking Various speeds. Slow, mediumd, fast pace etc. 

Low intensity, steady state cardio. 

+ RUNNING Set targets, increase distance and/or speed over time to progress. 

+ CYCLING Set targets, increase distance and/or speed over time to progress. 

+ SWIMMING Set targets, increase distance and/or speed over time to progress. 



WELCOME TO TEAM 60

AB circuit: 
sets reps restexercise

amrap 00:301:00V SIT UPS

MOUNTAIN CLIMBERS amrap 00:30

time

1

1

amrap 00:30

amrap 00:30

1

1

SIDE PLANKS amrap 00:301

AMRAP

AMRAP in this instance means ‘As many reps as possible’ in the allocated time. 

This session consists of multiple exercises, doing as many reps as possible per set. 1 minute of exercise, 30 seconds of rest. 

If you need more rest between each set, please be sure to do so.   

1:00

1:00

1:00

1:00

BICYCLE CRUNCHES

+ REPEAT Aim to complete a minimum of 2-3 rounds. This can progress as you do!

PLANK

30 seconds on each side
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full body circuit: 
sets reps restexercise

amrap 00:301:00walkouts

press ups amrap 00:30

time

1

1

amrap 00:30

amrap 00:30

1

1

amrap 00:30

amrap 00:30

1

1

amrap 00:301

AMRAP

AMRAP in this instance means ‘As many reps as possible’ in the allocated time. 

This session consists of multiple exercises, doing as many reps as possible per set. 1 minute of exercise, 30 seconds of rest. 

If you need more rest between each set, please be sure to do so.   

1:00

1:00

1:00

1:00

1:00

1:00

Kneeling if need be

tricep dips On sofa or chair. Straight legs = Hard    Bent legs = Easier

+ REPEAT Aim to complete a minimum of 2-3 rounds. This can progress as you do!

star jumps 

squats

mountain climbers Hands on sofa if struggling on floor

lunges Alternating legs
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